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Development of a video imaging �ow sensor for slug-�ow in capillary

using machine learning

The conduction of multi-phase reactions and extractions in micro-reactors o�ers a
promising approach for process intensi�cation. Short di�usion paths and large sur-
face to volume ratios promote mass transfer and simultaneously permit e�cient heat
exchange. To reap these advantages on an industrial scale, increasing the produc-
tion volume by parallelization of single reactor units is necessary. In order to reduce
equipment costs, central conveying units paired with liquid distributing units can be
employed.

Figure 0.1: Parallelized

Microchannels

Figure 0.2: Movement of slugs

Sensible �ow patterns and manufacturing tolerances may
lead to maldistribution of the �uids. To counteract this,
the pressure drop of each channel of the distributing unit
can be manipulated indirectly by changing the temperature
of a capillary element and thus the viscosity of the �uids.
This non-invasive actuator was developed at the chair and
is called thermo-rheological valve. It consists of a narrow
channels which are heated and cooled with the help of a
Peltier-element.
The aim of this thesis is to develop �ow sensors to measure
volumetric �ow rates, phase ratio and slug lengths, after slug
generation. Previously optical sensors (IR) were used to de-
termine these parameters. However, the need for extremely
high computational power for traditional signal processing
techniques made them unsuitable and slow for the sensing
and actuation methods being used. In this thesis, video pro-
cessing is done in real-time to detect the presence of slugs and
measure the parameters across multiple capillaries. Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNN) are to be trained (supervised)
to learn from images recorded on a video-camera dynami-
cally. The idea is to reduce the computational power neces-
sary in total for sensing and controlling parallelized micro-
channels.
These parameters developed from the video sensors will
then be used to support already existing control systems
which are used to regulate �ow across multiple capillaries.
It is also hoped to compare the processing memory needed
in comparison to traditional optical sensors and reveal the
advantages and disadvantages of using AI to solve problems
of this kind. This thesis is suitable for students interested in

Machine learning. Good programming background with some knowledge of Neural
Networks could be of advantage.
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Masterthesis Timeline (26 Weeks)

• Initial familiarization of topic (8 Weeks)

� Literature research - Slug systems (Two phase and three phase)

� Introduction to Labview and existing plant operations

� Machine Learning and Video Processing - Coding (MATLAB/Python)

• Experimental Setup and Data Collection - Single Micro-channel (1 Week)

� Setting up the camera and micro-capillaries

� Experiments on Liquid-Liquid slug �ow systems and Liquid-Liquid-gas systems

� Investigating the dynamics in transitioning from one parameter set to another

� Determine and investigate tricky cases, where the sensors might fail

• Supervised Model training - Single Capillary (3 Weeks)

� Training a Recurrent Neural Network to detect �ow parameters using the col-
lected data

� Testing and Validating the Network on dynamic image data

� Testing the sensor in real-time

• Experimental Setup and Data Collection - Multiple channels (2 Weeks)

� Setting up the camera and micro-capillaries

� Experiments involving both �ow systems

� Investigating the dynamics while transitioning from one parameter set to an-
other, integrating it in the AI model

� Determine and investigate tricky cases, where the sensors might fail

Halftime Review

• Supervised Model training - Multiple Capillaries (6 Weeks)

� Training a Recurrent Neural Network to detect �ow parameters using the col-
lected data

� Testing and Validating the Network on image data and in real-time

• Sensor Performance Comparison to Optical IR sensors (2 Weeks)

� Setting up the optical sensors for parallelized capillaries

� Recording data and comparing performance and accuracy from both sensors
to Sensirion single phase �ow sensors

• Writing of thesis (4 Weeks)

• Additional tasks:

� Integrate the video-�ow sensor in the existing parallelized �ow plant and record
performance

� Compare the plant performance and computational memory needs when using
either of the two sensors


